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ARMORUM SOLUTIONS  - experts of machine guns mounts from the frontline of the war with Russia.

From early 2014, we have gained great deal of practice experience in the field of creating various 
propose mounts for various machine guns and grenade launchers, remotely controlled weapon turrets, and 
the installation of machine guns on different types of military vehicle.

Today we are a team of professionals who have passed the Eastern Front in the ranks of infantry 
and special reconnaissance units as soldiers and officers. We went to this war with weapons and equipment 
that we created themselves, fought them and taught them to fight others. We know what the modern forms 
of war look like, quickly navigate in the challenges of the battlefield and constantly upgrade our products 
and create new ones.



Our chief designer of machine guns mounts - Ivan Saveliev, chief 
sergeant of second motorized company 11 separate infantry battalion 
"Kievan Rus", military occupation specialty - master of small arms and 
close combat weapons.



ARMORUM SOLUTIONS system of universal infantry machine gun 
mounts for LMG,  12.7mm MG,  14.5mm MG.

The main advantages of the ARMORUM SOLUTIONS machine guns 
mounts:

• High stability.
• High accuracy at long distances.
• High maneuverability.
• Instant readiness to open fire – machine gun can open fire from the 

transport position.
• Compatibility with the main NATO machine guns.



Weight 22kg;
Horizontal guidance - 30 °;
Vertical guidance from -5 ° to + 25 °;

Universal infantry mounts for LMG.
PKM, PKT, MG3, etc. 



Universal infantry mounts for 12.7mm machine guns.
DShK, NSV / NSWT, Browning M2HB-QCB, Type 54, Type 85, etc.

Compared to regular tripod mounts, it provides:
High stability.
High accuracy at long distances.
High maneuverability - mount with MG easy move at 
battlefield by two soldiers.
Instant readiness to open fire – machine gun can open fire 
from the mount on transport position.
Compatibility with the main NATO machine guns.

Weight - 35kg;
Horizontal guidance - 30 °;
Vertical guidance from -5 ° to + 25 °;



Universal   lightweight infantry mount for 
12.7mm caliber machine guns and 
automatic grenade launchers AGS.

Weight -25 kg;
Horizontal guidance - 360 °;
Vertical guidance from -5 ° to + 45 °;
Decomposes  to 2 parts for carrying.

Designated for raid teams and Special Operations Forces.



ARMORUM SOLUTIONS mounts caring man pack system.

12.7 mm machine guns mounts man pack.. LMG mounts man pack.



Universal infantry mount for KPVT 14.5mm machine gun. 

Weight - 67kg (with wheel trolley -97 kg);
Horizontal guidance - 30 °;
Vertical guidance from -5 ° to + 25 °;

Provides:
Ability to use tank machine gun as an infantry .
High stability.
High accuracy at long distances.
High maneuverability – mount on wheel trolley

can easy move at battlefield by two soldiers or by a car
with car speed at roadway.

Instant readiness to open fire – machine gun
can open fire from the mount on transport position.



Machine gun installations on military vehicle.

Turret for LMG, an improved turret similar to 
the soviet PKMB turret.

The vehicle turret kit includes an infantry 
mount for use LMG separately from a vehicle.



Armored tower with  dual 12,7mm DShK mount  on HMMWV.



Dual 14,5mm KPVT mount on MT-LB.

Installation of automatic grenade launcher AGS on  car.



Remotely controlled turrets.

Remotely controlled turret for a 14.5 mm machine 
gun KPVT on armored car.

Remotely controlled turret for LMG.



Non-standard weapons mounts.
RPG-7 mounts for mortar fire.
The RPG-7 mount for mortar fire by 82mm mortar 
mines and anti-personnel munition.

High stability.
High accuracy at direct and indirect firing.
The mount have mechanism of precise 
horizontal and vertical guiding.
Have a special sight for mortar fire.



Anti-aircraft machine gun mount ZKU-2M.

Appointment for fight UAV at distances up to 1000 meters by LMG.



Our  mounts provide to  the Ukrainian 
fighters on the Eastern Front  
confidence in their weapons,  

advantage in precision shooting  and  
fire power!
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